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Vast
Starlit&Escaped from Merciful-Class 

Stellar Prison V-917x aboard 
a craft of unknown origin, 
�eeing from world to world seeking a place to hide, 
a place of peace, a place to call home . . .

Crewmembers
Everyone plays a prisoner turned 

crewmember. Take turns asking each other 
questions about your crewmembers until 
each player has answered 5 of them. Of those 
5, one must be from this list:
       What are you willing to do to be captain?
       How would we be better o� if you led?
       What do we lose by not listening to you?

Answer the following collectively:
       How is our ship unique?
       How is it quirky or temperamental?
       What does it lack that we need?
Answer the following individually:
       How is the vessel home?
       Where do you �nd sanctuary in it?
Draw a map of the craft illustrating these 
answers.

The Rogue Vessel

Scenes
Taking turns, each player sets up a scene: 

describe the location, say who’s there, and 
explain what’s happening. When you set up a 
scene, pick 1 or 2 crewmembers to be the 
focus. �ose playing the foci can only play 
their crewmembers. Everyone else can play 
their crewmembers and/or other characters 
in the scene.

Encounters
Whenever you need an alien species, 

culture, or environment follow these steps:
Create Your Base
Alien species—One player selects 2 types 

of animals they are familiar with.
Alien culture—One player selects a 

culture or subculture they are a part of.
Alien environment—One player selects a 

location & a climate all are familiar with.
Deviate Aspects
�e next player picks an aspect of the 

base, such as a cat’s aloofness, the pettiness 
of o�ce politics, or a half-frozen bog. �en 
the next player chooses to tweak, reverse, or 
exaggerate this. Repeat this step 3 to 5 times 
until it feels alien.

Combine & Synthesize
�e next player makes a coherent whole 

from only the deviated aspects, not the base.

Toils & Perils
When you attempt something 

Dangerous, Di�cult, or Both, any other 
player may call it out as such. 

For �ings Attempted by Non-Focus Crew
If it is Dangerous, have a 3RD player tell 

you how you have been hurt or endangered 
by doing it. If it is Di�cult, have a 3RD player 
tell you what is needed before it can be done.  
If it is Both, have a 3RD player tell you how 
you failed & endangered everyone.

For �ings Attempted by Focus Crew
End the scene on a cli�hanger. �e next 

scene including your crewmember starts by 
resolving it. �en you may choose to take the 
Dangerous, Di�cult, or Both result, but 
only after hearing from the other players 
what the consequences would be for each.
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Contact. �e touch of �esh 
in the cold, endless night.  
Fleeting intimacy hidden   
in the void between hostile worlds. 
�is is the renegade’s respite.

Command & Seduce
In�uencing and �irting with others can 

be tricky. When crewmembers who aren’t in 
focus try to do so, you have every right to call 
it out as Di�cult or Both.

When a crewmember in focus tries to 
seduce or command someone, their player 
may call themselves out and get another 
player to tell them what they need to do or 
what needs to happen in order for them to 
succeed. �is does not end the scene like it 
usually would, because we are much too 
interested in what happens next.

Turning On the Heat

Carnal & Hostile Encounters
To craft sexier or more warlike alien 

species, cultures & environments, apply the 
following adjustments to Encounters:

You may include a public, historic, or 
legendary �gure in a species base.
Add “make it more sensual, alluring, 
militant or lethal” to the list of ways to 
deviate an aspect.

TaboosWhen you are ratcheting up the 
hostilities or sexual tension, any other player 
may tell you that they feel it’s getting Hot.

For Tension From Non-Focus Crew
Linger on that tension, but push it no 

further forward. Leave it right where it is. 
We promise you will be in focus in the next 
scene, and you can address it then.

For Tension From Focus Crew
Push it to the brink & then fade to black. 

�e next scene that includes your 
crewmember starts with the aftermath. Have 
the other players tell you what would happen 
if you Boldly Press On, Turn Sharply Away, 
or Vacillate. �en you choose which of those 
three paths your crewmember pursued.

Bodies
in the

Extended Engagements

Use this process to simulate the 
unpredictable way cultures will clash:

When you are interacting with a being 
from an alien society, any other player may 
call for a Taboo. �is player then tells you 
what you did to violate the being’s social 
mores, but not the exact boundary crossed.

�e next player then decides if your 
transgression makes you enticing by virtue 
of your bold/exotic/rebellious nature, or if 
your careless disregard of their boundaries 
makes the being hostile to you. Or both.

�en the next player must explain the 
taboo and the resulting emotional response.

If you’re lovers, start on the ends. If you’re 
�ghters, start in the middle. In the aftermath 
of your in focus Hot scenes, have another 
player decide the direction of movement 
(right, left, together, or apart). You then 
move yourself or your counterpart 1 space. 
Lovers meet in the middle & cannot move on 
each other’s spaces. Fighters must cede a 
space before an opponent can move on it.
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Estimated 
months on full 
burn with 
refueling & 
restocking stops.

Stellar
Atlas

Include plants 
& fungi with 
alien species 

bases.

Verdant
Worlds

2 4 6 80

Travel & Pursuit

Federation of
Free & Willing
Systems

When starting a scene, you may name the 
rogue vessel as a focus crewmember. Anyone 
who is not already in focus may choose to 
play the ship instead of their crewmember.

Travel Scenes
If no one else is in focus & you are called 

out as the rogue vessel for doing something 
Di�cult, Dangerous, Both or Hot, do not 
end the scene. Choose which of the 3 results 
happen and continue without a cli�hanger.

Pursuit Scenes
During active pursuit, if the rogue craft is 

called out in focus, end the scene and have 
the group choose the result in the next scene.

Add militarize to the 
list of ways to deviate 

cultural aspects.

Seven Wonders of the Galaxy
Aria—A crystalline planet that hums 
and whose inhabitants all sing the 
same melody.
 e Cascades—Binary planets that 
orbit so closely together, water falls 
from one to the other.
 e Congress—A belt of asteroids 
carved into giant heads by a long 
forgotten species.
Cosmotaph— e largest free-�oating 
cemetery. 3 AU across in any direction.
 e Gardens in the House of 
Heaven—A large �eld of asteroids held 
together by vines & vegetation.
 e Labyrinth—A maze of almost 
innavigable nebulous gases in which 
thousands of hidden worlds slumber.
Trove—A massive, ancient ship large 
enough to be considered a planet, now 
being salvaged for artifacts.

The
Automatrix
DominionInclude animate 

objects, such as 
puppets or robots as 

alien species bases.

Solace
Choose only pleasant 
locations & climates for 
alien environment bases.
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Fire, a �int ax-head 
wedged unto a stick, 
a quantum aria that maps 
the void, & the bitter pill 

Inventing New & Alien Tech

While creating new & alien tech, species, 
cultures, and environments, if someone 
makes something a little too weird, wacky or 
powerful, you can call for Calibrations. 
When this is called for, a 3RD player should 
take what has already been created and dial 
it back or tone it down until all are satis�ed.

Renegade’s
Technical
Manualyou swallowed to read this.   

As new & alien technology is introduced 
into your game, the player creating it will 
invariably start with one of the following 
steps. To complete the process, have 
di�erent players do the other two steps.

Principles
Describe the underlying principles the 

tech is based on. �is can be a real �eld of 
science such as chemistry or physics; an 
emerging technology like bio-engineering 
or 3D printing; or an imaginary one like 
psionics or even magic.

Æsthetics
Describe what this technology looks like. 

�is doesn’t need to be speci�c and can be a 
broad trend in the �eld. Examples: organic 
covered in �eshy nodules; sleek, 50s retro 
sci-�; battered & used, but well built; a 
shimmering cloud of nanobots.

Functions
Describe the purpose of the technology 

and the known extent of its capabilities.

Calibrations

Culture & Tech
Di�erent cultures have di�erent trends in 

technology, just as di�erent species have 
di�erent technical needs & di�erent 
environments call for di�erent technical 
adaptations. When creating tech for a 
culture, follow the steps on the left in the 
order they are presented. However, do not 
describe the function of a single piece of 
tech. Instead, describe the limits of the 
cultures entire body of technical know-how. 
Particularly as it relates to travel & defense.
Personal Gear

Applied Sciences
When on a deadline, place your 

project at the bottom & your deadline at 
the top. When working at your leisure, 
put your project under its complications 
in the middle. If your work is called out 
as Di�cult, Dangerous, Both or Hot, 
another player says if work �ows up or 
down based on how that is resolved. �en 
you move your either project or it’s 
opposition in that direction. Race your 
deadline to the middle. Get your project 
to the top before its complications hit 
bottom. Your project or its complications 
must cede ground before the other can 
take it.

When it becomes obvious that you have 
made a piece of gear a part of your personal 
inventory, have the other players ask you 3 to 
5 questions about it. At least one of these 
questions must be from this list:

How is it unique?
How is it quirky or temperamental?
What does it need to work?
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